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Why does this cost a little more?

JammockTruck Most other cargo nets and hammocks

Hole Size

The grid size is 3.5" x 3.5".  Smaller grid
 means greater strength and more
 material.  Jammock meets the United
 States Consumer Safety Protection
 Commission's standards for use by
 supervised children. 

Meeting this standard increased
 manufacturing costs by 30%.  We could
 have slapped a "No kids" warning on the
 Jammock--but we want to be able to sleep
 at night.  Jammock remains committed to
 our products and making them safe for
 use by children supervised by adults.  

Others have 6" x 6"or larger holes.  These use
 less material, are weaker, less comfortable,
 and endanger children, who may become
 entangled. 

Webbing

We use 1 15/16" wide polyester webbing
 that can hold up to 3 tons.  It's UV
 resistant, won't get waterlogged, and is
 anti-stretch.

Others use cheap rope, string, twine, or cheap
 webbing--none of which is actually load-
bearing.  They don’t test their products and
 subscribe to the "build and pray" model of
 manufacturing: build a cheaper model and
 pray they don't get sued.

Hardware

We use hardcore metal hardware to ensure
 that you have the highest quality
 Jammock.  Each JammockTruck comes
 equipped with four of each of the
 following:  O-rings (10,000 lbs test),
 double-J-hooks (3,300 lbs test), and NRS
 1" tension lock buckles (2,000 lbs test).

Others employ cheap connectors, plastic
 slides and plastic side-release buckles to
 attach to your vehicle--they are most certainly
 NOT load bearing. 

Country of
 Origin

Made in America.  We make the best damn
 product.  If we get a Jammock that isn't the
 best, we send it right back and that gets
 fixed yesterday. We don't have to send it
 back to China and let the factory decide if
 they want to fix their problem.

Made some place else. Sure, you can get what
 looks like a nice cargo net/hammock for a
 little cheaper, but come see me in a month
 we'll compare notes.

Adaptability
JammockTruck can be used anywhere for
 myriad purposes. 

Some of the other guys have hyper-
specialized products that can only be used on
 a Jeep Wrangler. 
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Add to cart

Discover various truck bed accessories in our online store.

https://www.carid.com/jammock/
https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html



